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‘Shocking’' artist to
'Shocking
be Staley lecturer
By John Huisman
News Editor

Artist Edward Knippers will be
coming to Covenant College Feb.
corning
year's Staley Lecturer.
5-6 as this year’s
Much of Knippers work is of
biblical narrative scenes, and
most of his characters are nude.
his book, State of
o f the Arts,
In ·his
Gene Veith writes that Knippers
“flying in the face"
face” of secular
is "flying
art trends. As opposed to being
pure, abstract, ethereal and mys
mysKnippers’ art is narrative,
tical, Knippers'
physical, and biblical.
As Veith puts it, “Knippers
"Knippers
solid, massive,
bodies-solid,
paints bodies—
unclothed.” However, the nudity
unclothed."
in Knippers art is far from por
pornographic or perverted.
Knippers paintings are very
large, generally 8 feet by 12 feet,
helm the
overwhelm
and tend to overw
viewer with realism and "violent
“violent
action.”
and emotion-charged action."
Knippers shocks his audience
with Christian concepts, and uses
negative images aesthetically to
further the gospel, according to
Veith.
In chapel on Monday, Feb. 5,
Knippers will give a slide lecture
on his own work, and later that
night he will give a lecture enen
titled "The
“The Nude and My Life In
Christ.”
Christ."
On Tuesday in chapel he will
callGod's call
speak on the nature of God’s

p

ing in his own life as an artist and
~
on artists in general.
Because of their size, Knippers
will be unable to bring any acac
tual paintings with him on camcam
pus, but will show many slides
tps work, and perhaps some
of his
smaller scale color prints.
Knippers’' paintings have rere
· Knippers
ceived critical acclaim and have
been displayed in exhibitions
across the country.
He has been featured in several
“one man show”
in
show" exhibitions in"one
cluding shows in the University
of Oklahoma museum in 1989,
the Virginia Museum in 1987,
Touchand the Washington D.C. Touch
stone Gallery last year.
He was also chosen to be one
ex
of four artists featured in an exhibition in the Los A
ngeles
Angeles
county museum in 1986.
One of his works was also feafea
Decemberl994
1994 issue
tured in the December
of Life Magazine.
In Salzburg, Austria, be
he studstud
ied under S.W. Hayter, a premier
artists working in prints.
Knippers and his wife Diane
Chris
edited the art newsletter Christians In the Visual Arts for 11
years.
K nippers now teaches at
Knippers
Asbury college where he earned
his M.F.A. in 1969 and currently
Virlives and works in Arlington, Vir
ginia.
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Edward Knippers' The Desert (Christ Ministered by the Angels),
1989, was part ooff his Violence and Grace exhibition.
1989,

‘96 Blizz.ard
Blizzard left students with enough snow to cancel classes and provide winter recreation.
recreation.
The '96
However,
o f possible lawsuits from reckles,s
reckless sledders.
However; the school is becoming increasingly wary of

Plans for proposed $3 million
athletic facility complete
Additional funding and go-ahead decision still needed
By John Huisman
News Editor
The athletic building commitcommit
tee has finished its program state
statement for the proposed new field
house.
The program statement calls
for a 42,000 square foot facility
to cost approximately $3 million.
Harbert,
According to Bob Harbert,
Vice President of Administration
de
and Finance, if the go-ahead deaddicision is made soon, and addi
tional funding is raised, design
fea
could begin and construction feasibly start in spring, 1997.
A $2.4 million pledge has alal
ready been made for construction
of the facility.
deciHowever, the go-ahead deci
ac
sion has not been made yet, acP resident Frank
cording to President
Brock.
The com
m ittee’s statement
statem ent
committee's

says that the functions of the new
building will be to "provide
“provide adad
ditional Physical Education space
pro
college's academic profor the college’s
gram; provide additional athletic
training space for all current
sports teams and future teams
such as Men’s
Ten
Women's TenMen's and Women’s
.such
nis and Men
Men’s
stu's Golf; provide stu
dents and faculty with recrerecre
proational and fitness facilities; pro
vide new intram
ural activity
intramural
space.”
space."
The program statement calls
for three new side-by-side bas
basketball courts separated by curcur
tain/nets.
tairfnets.
This court would also be used
for volleyball, badminton, indoor
soccer, tennis and physical edu
education classes.
A five- to six-lane track would
go around the courts.
The following are also in
included in the tentative plans:

A new athletic training room
••A
ore space and special
more
with m
equipment, and office space for
a head trainer.
A larger weight training room
••A
with more equipment.
•A larger aerobic equipment
room that would contain at least
18 pieces of aerobic equipment.
•A new 30-person aerobic/
dance room with a wooden floor,
large mirrors and a built-in sound
system.
system.
•Two new locker rooms, a halftime meeti
meeting
ng room, and a larger
storage and laundry room.
Other miscellaneous support
areas are: seating areas for fac
faculty and student interaction, a re
reception desk, a conference room
for 12 people, a new 35-student
classroom, a new lounge and
study area for physical education
minors, three to six outdoor ten
tennis courts and adequate parki
parking.
ng.
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Even a fool is thought wise
wise....
Tuesday’ss chapel was a panel
Last Tuesday'
discussion about the use of vulgarity in
·language. As most would expect, the time
“bad”
was devoted to a debate of whether "bad"
words should be used or not.
hold
Lots was said about the merit of holdlanone’s tongue in regard to profane lan
ing one's
guage. This seems to be the general concon
circles—that we need
sensus in Christian circles-that
motTths and not pronounce
. to watch our moi!ths
certain taboo words.
However, we often forget that holding
that-sometimes
one’s tongue means just that—sometimes
one's
not saying anything at all. We think we
are permitted to say anything as long as
we're "being
it’s
“being honest about
it's the truth and we’re
our feelings."
feelings.”

I once read an article which pointed out
insightful:
something I thought was very insightful:
decency.
our society elevates honesty over decency.
exThe article made this point with the ex
treme example of talk shows. For instance,
it’s time to be "hon“hon
the husband decides it's
naest” with his overbearing wife and on na
est"
tional television tells her that he's
he’s gotten
.. we all know
together with her brother.
brother...we
the ourlandish stuff that's
that’s on
on..
I’m saying is that we need to be
What I'm
just as careful of what we say as how much
we say and when we say it.
some
A loudmouth is just as crass as some“honesty”
one who uses profanity. Using "honesty"
for the liberty of speaking one's
one’s mind
without regard to others or the decency of

the situation seems to be just as sinful as
using obscene language for no reason.
Tuesday 's chapel was
The overall gist of Tuesday’s
beneficial. It showed us that God wants
Hirn
us to have a heart that desires to serve Him
and a mind and mouth that refelcts this.
He cares about our motives and intent
more than He does about the letters we
put together to form sounds.
However, let’s
let's not forget that sometimes
it’s
it's just better to not say anything at all, to
hold our tongue for the sake of decency
"honesty" for the liberty of
and not use “honesty”
speaking our mind.
''^OL z A jL -Q
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do truly Christian service. Guess which
one prevailed?
an
I was told that trying to make up anperson’s Servanthood work was like
other person's
trying to make up for someone who had
taken too many chapel skips.
Given the fact that I exist in a corporeal
body, it is theoretically impossible to sit
in chapel for someone else without thereby
forfeiting the legitimacy of my own chapel
attendance.
I met the demands of the college for
myself and after that, wanted to meet the
some
demands of the college on behalf of someone else. Without mincing words, I was
denied the opportunity to serve so that the
Servanthood program could maintain its
administrative rigidity.
we’ve been hav
havIf the cloudy weather we've
ing has affected my judgement, I call the
re“ironic.” If my thoughts re
recent events "ironic."
main clear, however, I see the course of
hyaction taken by the administration as hy
pocrisy.
It seems to me that whenever one can
be pinned down and forced to define what
“reform culture,"
culture,” what comes
it means to "reform
soup is a vague notion of infiltrating the so
cietal structures and redesigning them so
moas to incorporated grace, charity, and mo
rality into the very structures themselves.
Yet, when the college is given the opop
portunity to organize her own house acac

fails .
creed—she fails.
cording to her creed-she
This is not intended to be a theoretical
progtarncritique of the Servanthood program—
such a project would require an extended
argument.
Rather, it is my desire to point out the
way in which it seems our allegiance is to
the system of “Servanthood”
ne
"Servanthood" while nestuntingglecting, even abrogating—no
abrogating-no stunting—
the biblical directive for servanthood.
Fundamentally, I was denied the opporoppor
tunity to serve under the guise of a desire
to maintain an administrative structure
conducive to service!
All this is upon the premise
adpremise that the ad
ministration would be in a quandary if
everyone
started thinking and acting like
everyone·started
me.
What a terrible scenario: the ServantServant
hood infrastructure topples because those
under its shackles desire to serve one an
another.
I hope that my argument is the one that
lacks biblical coherency and theological
bursubstance. However, as it stands, the bur
den of proof remains for the administra
administration.
In the end, the highly-ranked adminisadminis
trator tried to console me by saying that
“in
issues" I might have
"in terms of the bigger issues”
good topic for discussion.
Hmm, what comforting parameters.
—Anonymous
-Anonymous

Chapel not a cure for unrighteousness
Dear Editor:
· Most of us here at Covenant College,
whether students, faculty or staff, have
Cov
things we greatly appreciate about CovSome
enant and things that concern us. Somehas concerned me of late is the
thing that bas
Cov
blatant unrighteousness that exists at Covenant in spite of the fact that we go to
·
chapel every day.
I am not complaining about chapel.
People do that enough. I am saying that
with the amount of wrongdoing prevalent
on this campus, chapel does not seem to
be having an effect. I realize that we live
in a fallen world, and a sinless atmosphere
wrongis impossible, but it is avoidable wrong
doing I am speaking of.
Some of the very same students that sit
in chapel every day are permitted to make
decisions for themselves that will do them
miss
much more harm in the long run than missing chapel would.
Students who are gifted intellectually,
un
can turn around and be arrogant and un-

kind to those less naturally gifted, but just
as interested in learning.
People gossip about one another instead
of confronting one another.
obvious...
Evidence of fornication is obvious
When I worked on the grounds department
sen
last year, I often found condoms and senwomen’s lingerie when picking up
suous women's
trash.
People steal things from one another.
Even skipping church is a relatively
attenoverlooked sin here, and church atten
dance is commanded by God, while chapel
is not.
These same people, sit in chapel every
day using two hours of study time a week,
and yet not really having their lives
equipped with righteousness. What good
.
is it doing them?
When those same people stand before
God on judgment day, is He going to ask
them if they went to chapel every day, or
is He going to ask them if they served
Christ faithfully as their Savior and Lord?

F
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enies opportunity to serve
denies
Servanthood _d
Editor:
Dear Editor;
After World War I, Reinhold Niebhur
lamented that before the war he was an
from
optimist who had to keep himself froin
sentimentalism, but after the war he was a
pessimist who had to guard himself from
cynicism.
encoun
At the end of last semester, an encounter with the administrative dynamics of the
simi
Servanthood program left me with a similar demeanor.
an
At the end of finals week I noticed ansupervi
other student negotiating with an supervisor about a possible way to amend the fact
that this student was unable to finish the
required work hours for the semester.
For one reason or another, this student
did not complete the work. So, having
un
enough time, I agreed to complete the unfinished work hours for the student since
re
I went beyond that which Covenant required of me.
adminis
I was directed to the highest adminismattrative authority responsible for these mat
request to satisfy
ters. Upon hearing my request.
Covenant’s work detail demand upon anan
Covenant's
sat
other person given the fact that I had satisfied my own, this person thought my
“strange.”
request seemed "strange."
I thought, structurally and realistically,
Christian.
was ....Christian.
the request was..
administra
To make a long story short, administrative policy was pitted against a desire to
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I believe Scripture itself speaks to this
issue in Colossians 2:16-20, particularly
verses 20-23 when it says, "If
“If you have
died with Christ to the elementary prin
principles of the world, why, as if you were
youryou· submit your
living in the world do you
self to decrees such as, do not handle, do
not taste, do not touch, [[which
which all refer to
things destined to perish with the using],
in accordance with the commandments
and teachings of men? There are matters
which have, to be sure, the appearance of
wisdom in self made religion and self
abasement and severe treatment of the
body, but are of
o f no value against fleshly
indulgence.”
indulgence."
My point is not to say that chapel is
there.
horrible and it is-cruel to make us go there.
Rather, if we are going to have chapel then
it ought to be a reflection of our Chris
Christianity, not just a baptism of living a secusecu
lar life the rest of the time.
—Rebekah
-Rebekah Needham
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Stude
nt Association
Association
Student
alloca
tes $53,00
allocates
$53,0000
By Rob Peck
Staff Writer
Association's spring 1996
The Student Association’s
semester budget is now complete.
The total budget of $53,000 was well
over the $40,800 raised by student regis
registration fees.
The extra $12,000 was covered by a
budget surplus carry-over from last semessemes
ter and from surprisingly high ad sales of
Tartan and The Bagpipe.
On paper, the budget appears almost
identical to last semester’s
semester's budget. It fea
features no major cuts with almost all clubs
continuing to receive approximately what
they requested.
The one major exception is Psi Chi, a
psychology honor society, which only rere
ceived $250 of the $2000 they requested.
This seems to reflect a general lack of
funding for academic clubs.
Two new clubs were added. Vicious
Circle, a literary club, and the Ballroom
Dancing Club both received funding from
the Student Association for the first time.
What sets this semester's
semester’s budget apart
is a $5,300 surplus carried over from fall
semester. This budget surplus is especially
remarkable because last semester the StuStu
dent Association had to absorb $3,900 of
debt from previous years.
The budget success of the current Sen
Senate has occurred as a result of some major
changes in budget procedure within the
Senate.
Due to a new plan which bases the
honorariums of Tartan and The Bagpipe's
Bagpipe’s
business managers on commission, adveradver
tisement sales have skyrocketed to $5,500.
In the past, ad sales were not even in
included in the budget because they were so
insignificant. The new budget includes a

conservative estimate of $4,000 for adveradver
tisement sales.
Another major change has been the StuStu
dent-Association's
dent Association’s close work with The
Bagpipe and Tartan to cut costs. Simple
changes like cover design on The Tartan
have saved thousands of dollars.
Lastly, the major budget areas like The
B_agpipe, Tartan, and Covenant Activities
Bagpipe,
Board have been padded to ensure fluency.
Failing to pad these budgets in the past
has caused major budget debts.
With these changes in place Student
Association President Matthew Lindley is
optimistic. "“
We should have several thousand doldol
lars left over this semester, just like last
semester,"
semester,” Lindley said.
In other Senate news, the Senate has
adopted a new plan for developing student
leadership among its ranks.
The officer scholarships, given to each
member of the Senate, will increase for
fall of 1996 and Servanthood hours will
be solidified for the sophomore and jun
junior class presidents.
Also, a new mentor program will be
established. Each member of the Senate
will have their own faculty mentor with
whom they will meet bi-monthly to dede
velop leadership goals and discuss lead
leadership issues.
An account for sending new Senate
members to the National Student Leader
Leadership Conference will be established to help
the incoming members transition smoothly
into their leadership positions.
Lastly, the plan will establish weekly
meetings with the Dean of Students, Scott
Raymond. Raymond will meet separately
with the Senate Executive Committee and
the Senate officers and directors bi
bimonthly to establish accountability.

McKay
McK
ay
Used Books and CDs

Spend an afternoon browsing through Chattanooga's
Chattanooga’s largest used book and CD
store. We have over 20,000 used CDs in stock, 90,000 used books, 1,500 used videos,
plus a large selection ooff used video games, laser discs, new and used books on tape,
and a select group of
o f new magazines.

Chattanooga
6401 Lee Highway
Phone: 892-0067
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Monday - Thursday 9am-9pm
Friday - Saturday 9am-10pm
9am- 10pm
Sunday 12pm-8pm
l 2pm-8pm

News-i
n-Brief
News-in-Brief
compiled by John Huisman

Accoroing to Scott Raymond, Dean
According
Dean
age from rain and the drip system.
of Students, the college is cr,eating
creating a
This past fall, the field had standing
policy that will call for individual dede
water on both sides, and was completely
partments of the school to send out a
flooded even after light rainfall.
JllOntbJyletter
monthly letter to all
all the paretJS,
parents ooff ~tustu
To fa,cilitate
facilitate this and other large
'<tents.
-~"
.\f ::' , project!
dents. AL
projects the college boughta'
bought a back-hoe
back..hoe'
Theletters
for
about
$15,000.
The letters would,,be
would be based
on
feed
base,4'op feednts -.andd requests from
back from parents
parents for more information
Bob Harbert, Vice P
Presi
ati aboutt cer
cer-:e~l:!ti' According
Ac~ng to B6bHarbert.,fice,
resi±
mg oon at the ccollege.
ge.
··· dent
tain things going
dent ,of,iAdminis1!;ation
of Administration and Finance,
"What
“What we're
we’re trying to do i,i;
is create a
construction of three new tennis courts
feedback chain
between
the
institution
,feedbac~.
is sche?uled
scheduled for this Spring, costing.
costing
c bain bet~een theJn~~tlltiQn
and tb,e'
ttidents,"
the parents o f the s»
stu
d en ts,”
about$100,000
about $ 100,000 given by an anonymous
Raymond said.
donor.
The letters will also continue to eduedu
The old fire hall and grounds buildbuild
cate the parents about
about the importance ing will be .. demolished to
make
room
to
of a Christian liberal arts education.
for the additional tennis courts.
first letter will be from Raymond
Raymond
The firstletter
explaining
the
program,
and
asking
New open dorm
affect
don;n hours go into affect
rxplainj~gthe pro~, apd ll§~ng par
par1
ents .for.feedback
today according to Barb Schruer, Assofor feedback and
and questions.'
questions.
Asso
ciate Dean of Students. Both men's
men’s and
women's
The grounds crew will be digging
The
women’s halls will be open for visitavisita
c;lrainagd¥
drainage 1areas around
around Sbadowlands
Shadowlands , tion fi:om
from 6 p.m. to 11
11 p.m. Friday and
.ffield
Saturday nights. Sunday visitation hours
ield and filling them in with porous soil
in order to insure optimal water drainremain unchanged.
drain

requests from'

"i>f

New couns
elors hired
counselors
for assista
nce servic
assistance
servicee
Harris, Mcllvaine
Mcilvaine to replace Baumgardner
Baumgardner
By Becki Luedde
Staff Writer
Covenant has contracted for a new team
of counselors, Lee Harris and Steve
Mcllvaine, to replace Julie Baumgardner
in the Student Assistance Services departdepart
ment.
Chattanooga Bible Institute (CBI) and
the Christian Resource and Counseling
Center contracted with Covenant to hire
Julie Baumgardner as a counselor two
years ago.
Now that Baumgardner has taken a po
position at East Ridge Hospital, Covenant
contracted with CBI again for Harris and
Mcllvaine.
As the first male counselor to work with
Mcllvaine's primary focus for
Covenant, Mcllvaine’s
the spring semester of 1996 will be with
the male student population.
The reason for this, he says, is that "guys
“guys
may feel easier talking to me, as I may be
more sympathetic to their views as males;
I'm glad this provides a chance for guys
I’m
to have their needs met.”
met."
In light of this, Mcilvaine
Mcllvaine hopes to set
up a men’s
men's Bible study during his Thurs
Thursday evening hours.
Lee Harris, with the help of Barb
Michal, Director of Health Services, hopes
to carry on the B
ible study that
Bible
Baumgardner started.
Harris, a native of Lookout Mountain,
says she’s
“grown up with a great respect
she's "grown
for Covenant College and the people here.
II'm
’m looking forward to meeting
II}eeting new
people, and would love to be of service to
those with questions and problems.”
problems."
As a student working towards her
teacher's certificate, Harris feels she can
teacher’s
be sympathetic to the needs of Covenant
students.
students.
Since both Harris and Mcllvaine come
•I >. •I
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to Covenant from CBI, they have a num
number of psychological tests and inventories
at their disposal and could administer them
to Covenant students should the need arise.
Mcllvaine comes to Covenant with a BS
from the University of South Carolina and
an MA in Marriage and Family Therapy
from Reformed Theological Seminary.
He is the Administrative Coordinator
at CBI and the Southeast Regional Direc
Director of the Christian Association for Psy
Psychological Studies.
A Clinical Member of both the Ameri
American Association for Marriage and Family
Therapy and the American Group Psycho
Psychotherapy Association, Mcllvaine
Mcilvaine is also a
member of the International Society for
the Study of MP&D and secretary of the
Board of the Christian Association for
Psychological Studies.
He is a ruling elder of Covenant PresPres
byterian Church and brings five years of
college ministry to Covenant College.
Harris has her BA in Psychology from
the University of North Carolina, and a
Master of Science, Community CounselCounsel
ing from Georgia State University.
She- has also trained with the PsychoPsycho
logical Studies Institute, emphasizing
spiritual values and beliefs integrated with
psychological resources.
Harris is certified by the National Board
for Certified Counselors, and is a mem
member of the American Counseling Associa
Association and Christian Association for Psycho
Psychological Studies.
Moun
Harris is a member of Lookout Mountain Presbyterian Church.
The team of counselors have worked
alongside Michal in preparing “Brown
"Brown
Bag Lunch”
Lunch" topics. These seminars deal
with subject such as time management and
are held once a week, usually on Wednes
Wednesdays.
l)
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P ,olitics &Opinion
Poutics
&O
V-J,pinion
Faculty patronag
patronagee of
academi
academiaa needed
pect of advising should become prevalent.
If academic advising is to be not only
the help of a faculty member for a student
As used at Covenant College, academic in figuring out a class schedule, but also a
advising is a nebulous term without a con
con- chance for the faculty to become part of
sistent definition. This inevitably leads to the personal social life of that student, a
an inconsistent and “personal”
"personal" conversation during an advisadvis
som ew hat harm
ful ing meeting would rarely have the latter
somewbat
harmful
advisory system.
result.
The reason for this
influencRather, the faculty should be influenc
is due not to a flaw in ing the social and personal lives of stustu
the technical aspect of dents by creating alternatives to the nor
noradvising (i.e. class mal non-academic events.
planning, teacher selection), but rather, to
Covenant does a good job of regulating
a lack of philosophical understanding of and limiting the social aspect of the stustu
what a true academic advisor should be.
dent community and yet it does little in
■^ew would disagree that a major emem giving an academic alternative to drink"Few
drink
phasis of the faculty advising students at ing in pubs.
Covenant is an attempt to bring the facfac
In the life of C.S. Lewis as a don at
ulty into contact with the personal lives of Oxford, one thing that stood out was the
the students.
influence he had upon the "extra-curricu“extra-curricu
In the field of academic advising there lar”
lar" time of the students. He held meet
meettends to be two extreme positions.
disings where faculty and students would dis
On the one side are those who feel that cuss theology, history and philosophy.
advisors should discuss schedules with
acaAt Oxford and numerous other aca
students and help them make decisions demic institutions, faculty would present
related to their schedules. This is not to papers and gives lectures outside the class
say that they do not discuss personal matmat on any number of topics.
ters or anything else, but that the academic
It is in this way that Covenant faculty
schedule is the main reason for such a should be influencing and becoming a part
meeting.
of the social and personal lives of the stustu
On the other side are those who say that dents through their role as teachers and
the faculty need to be more responsible in patrons of academia.
asking personal questions of the students
As this is my last semester at Covenant,
and trying to become intimately knowl
knowl- I pulled the regular senior trend and left a
edgeable about their personal lives and great deal of my required classes until this
goals. They stress that this personal inter
inter- semester.
action is vital to “good”
aca
"good" Christian acaAlthough I have a few good courses I
demic advising.
was unable to take any philosophy courses,
However, it seems that the most benefi
benefi- upper-level biblical studies courses or any
cial system of academic advising is tak
tak- of Cal Biesner’s
Biesner's courses because he is out
ing aspects from both these sides in light of the country.
.
of the focus of Covenant College: academacadem
It would be beneficial if there were facfac
ics.
ulty out-of-class activities with which stu
stuIn a recent faculty meeting the current dents
cie9ts could round
ro1:1nd out their education.
education.
“high-levels” of non-returning students(._
students
"high-levels"
But there are almost no presentations
~resentations of
was a central topic. According to a facfac Tfaculty
7faculty papers, lecture senes
series done by facfac
ulty source, the administration put much ulty or even faculty-led discussion groups.
groups.
of the blame on the faculty for lack of perper In the past four years at Covenant this has
1
sonal interest and communication between L been the trend.
students during advisory meetings.
Although there have been a few good
,
However, the administration would be examples of such group meetings, like the
> hard pressed to prove such a causal argu
argu- philosophy club last semester, these have
ment. In an informal survey taken of non
non- been few and far between.
returning students available for question
questionFaculty presentations of papers or pubpub
ing, none claimed their reason for leaving lished materials, lectures and discussions
was because of a lack of personal interest should not be a rare occurrence at a school
shown to them by their faculty advisors. claiming to be dedicated to reformed acaaca
In fact, many thought it absurd when demics.
asked.
Rather, these things should be a regular
Nevertheless, the administration makes part of a Covenant community focused on
a good point that the faculty need to be
be- scholastics.
come more involved in the personal lives
In no way should this view of academic
of students as their advisors. However, the advising detract from personal relation
relationproblem arises with the method used to ships developed between faculty and stu
students.
accomplish this.
When
W
hen I look at the bulletin boards
In fact, it should increase the likelihood
placed throughout campus it is frustrating of such relationships through the faculty
to see the lack of academically-oriented playing a more distinct role in the social
events, especially those led by or includinclud life of the community as well as students
members.
ing faculty members.
having a chance to interact with faculty
Most signs and flyers have to do with from which they would not have taken a
student-led social events or things outside class.
the academic realm such as CD sales.
sales.
This then is what true academic advis
advisHowever, if the true focus of Covenant · ing should be: using the understanding and
is academia, it would seem that the social minds of the professors for academic
life of the college would be focused on scheduling as well as having the profes
profesacademia as well.
sors play an active role in the academic
life .o.utsid1r
outside the
.It is. on this JeveJ.tb&t.tpe
.level .that .the personal
Jt
p~i:sonal as-.
~ -- .. social
~QC.il}l_lj(e
tl!e. classroom.
~l~_SfQO.Il) ..... _
By Josh Leonard
Politics & Opinion Editor
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Inside Politics
A column dedu:ated
dedicated to those people .wlw
who
abide outside the realm of
o f the beltway.
beltway.
··¢.

In the opinion of the speaker pro tempore of the House of Representatives, the
general public needn’t be reminded that crazy people roam the hallways of Con
gress.
Two Democrats had just finished accusing the GOP of being “a bunch of kooks”
and “Republican lunatics” when the speaker interjected: “The chair would
caution...not to use words that might be taken down. ‘Lunacy’ and ‘lunatics’ in
addressing any members on the floor of the House, are not permissible words.”

is greater than that extended to find a cure for breast cancer or prostrate cancer.
Each of three medical conditions claims between 40,000 and 46.CXK) people a year
in the United States.
On an overall basis, the newspaper reports, SI 1.500 per death will he spent for
research into breast cancer, while $2,000 per death will be spent to find a cure fiq§>,
billion a year, which amounts to u rather w hopping $40,000 per death.
During the fifth da\ of the partial government shutdown, Rep. Bill Thomas (RC \ \ chaunian of the Committee on House Oveisight, ambled o \e r to the Demo
cratic side of the isle.
“Mow many of you want the restaurants to remain open?" he asked icfcning to
several Capitol Hill cafeterias. Several Democrats raised their hands.
■‘Well, (hat settles it." Mr Thomas thundered, a scowl on his face. "They're
closed.” That day the government-run cafeterias closed.
An unidentified Western Democratic senator has taken out a classified ad in the
Hill newspaper to announce that he has an immediate opening lbr a staff assistant.
The ad read: “Superior typing skills and accuracy are essential. Minimum typ
ing proficiency of 60 wpnt is required. Women and minorities as well as all quali
fied applicants are encouraged to apply."
The Washington Tunes reports: Last year, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL)
raised concerns about offensive and cthnic epithets in the Official Scrabble Play
ers Dictionary. Scrabble s parent company, I lasbro. assured ADI. that the language
would be removed in the next edition.
Now. after reviewing the newly-released third edition of the dictionary. ADL is
pleased to report that the terms have, in fact, been eliminated.
“In its previous dictionary, Hasbro was literally plajing games with hale by
supplying legitimacy to demeaning and hurtful stereotypes. “ said ADL national
Director Abraham Foxman. “Families play Scrabble together, and there should be
no room for prejudice."
However, if you want to be hateful and play the politically incorrect version of
Scrabble. u«>c that impertinent dictionary called H vluim I f used rightly, “hunkey”
can be a 45-point word.
The news that AT&T will fire 40.000 people nationwide isn’t sitting well with
Rep. James A. Traficant (D-OH). “Uncle Sam keeps saying ‘Do not worry.’ be
cause NAFTA [North American Free Trade Agreement] and GATT [General Agree
ment on Tariffs and Trade] are going to replace those jobs with high-technology
jobs. Right. The only high-technology job I see is that new Slurpee machine at 7Eleven.”
In similar news, Covenant’s Physical Plant has taken up some of AT&T’s slack
by hiring 20,000 new people to give out parking tickets.
Steve Forbes has moved into second place in the GOP presidential sweepstakes,
according to the Jan. 5-7 USA 7od<ary-CNN-Gallup poll.
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole remained far ahead of the field, with 47 per
cent support in the poll. Mr. Forbes had 11 percent and Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas
10 percent, placing them in a virtual tie in a survey with a margin of error of 3
percent.
Pat Buchanan had 7 percent; Indiana Sen. Richard Lugar, 5 percent; Lamar
Alexander, 2 percent; Alan Keyes, 2 percent; and California Rep. Robert K. Doman,
1 percent
From the USA T<><ktj
Today editorial page: “This week author Hillary Rodham Clinton
From

inform the
was supposed to info,ttn
_ nation about the truths kids can tell us [referring to her

new.
new book entitled•
entitled «Jt(fakes·
“It Takes a Village: And Other Lessons Children Teach Us.”]
“Instead, the nation iSconfro
is confronted with questions about whether the first lady is
telling the whole truth about her role in two scandals, Whitewater and Travelgate,
and whether she and her husband can stop acting like children when asked abont
it.~
it.”
—compiled by Karissa Case and editorialized by Josh Leonard
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By Karissa Case
Politics & Opinion Editor
Two weeks ago the chapel committee
students’ recrec
opened up the floor to hear students'
ommendations of topics and speakers for
chapel this semester.
I was disturbed by a few of the ideas,
the underlying view
of chapel and the role
educaof a Covenant educa
tion that these recomrecom
promendations
m endations
p ro 
moted.
One person sugsug
gested that chapel should be broadened to
include a format that had non-Christian,
or non-Reformed, speakers on Monday
with a response by a pastor or Covenant
teacher on Tuesday.
HinSome students asked that we have Hin
viewdus and Muslims, etc. present their view
points so that we can learn more of and
better understand other belief systems.
As an integral and required part of CovCov
enant life, chapel is not thethe place to bring
in non-Christian speakers. If students want
dif
to hear a defense of faith made by a different religion, it might be useful to bring
in a debate or panel during a week night
atthat students would have the option to at
tend.
If there is a need here, and I would agree
eithat there is, it is the responsibility of ei
ofther the faculty and administration to of
repre
fer classes, or students to bring in representative speakers.

Covenant does not offer enough courses
in specified apologetics to other religions,
and this is something that is crucial to our
witown understanding of how we are to wit
ness effectively.
don’t understand the tenets and
If we don't
beliefs of other worldviews, we will have
no ground on which to argue or persuade.
But this brand of religious education
wor
should not be required as a period of worship and assembly.
lisBesides, I don't
don’t want to sit in chapel lis
tening to a Hindu. Most of us came to
Covenant because we adhered to and
strongly believed in the Reformed faith.
When we first came to Covenant, we
veruniver
were not ready to attend -aa secular uni
sity with ·all of its inconsistencies and
·
empty truths.
As I was applying to colleges I realized
that a lot was missing from all other
schools, and I wanted to take advantage
of what Covenant promised to offer.
Now, I want to be educated with the docdoc
trines and applications to daily living that
Reformed thought has to offer. I am not
perintellectually mature enough to argue per
resuasively with someone of a different re
ligion on theological issues.
I came to Covenant to be surrounded
bewith Reformed thinking so that I might be
come sure of what I believed and why, so
that when called upon to defend my faith,
I might be able to.
didn’t come into Covenant as a
I surely didn't
com
freshmen prepared to interpret the competing conceptual recommendations of

other religions. I was not prepared to adad need to be educated in the truth so that we
equately filter them through a Reformed will be able to recognize the false for what
world view so that I could come to an unun it is-sin.
is—sin.
Covenant is a Reformed educational
derstanding of what is worthy of adopting
into a world view, what is Biblically institution that is committed to training
Reformed students to be the leaders of our
wrong, and what needs to be rejected.
es generation. Covenant has therefore been
In a sense, I came to Covenant to espossible- given the responsibility to teach us in a
as much as is possible—
worl~-as
cape the world—
for four years while I prepared myself manner consistent with Reformed thought.
spiritually and intellectually for life after · This is not a secular university that is
college. I wanted to be taught by men and open and tolerant to all ideas, or even a
Protwomen whom I could trust with informainforma school that allows for a wide range of Prot
estant belief. If students are looking for a
tion that I could freely absorb.
There is the well-known story of a bank cafeteria of religious ideas, Covenant is
president who was searching for the most not the answer.
wonder
This is what makes Covenant wonderiden
effective way to train his tellers to idenReunique-we are committed to Re
mak- fully unique—we
tify counterfeit money. He began by mak
ing them handle all the different types of formed thinking, and have teachers who
fake money that his bank had come across, instruct us in the truth, not give us a wide
in hopes that they could easily identify that range of ideas and let us choose how we
which was not real.
are to believe.
Instead of pressuring the administration
But after awhile he noticed that the
being_ acamount of counterfeit money being
ac to bring in representatives of alternative
cepted by his tellers wasn't
wasn’t decreasing, but lifestyles, students should be pushing for
speak
actually increasing. He decided to try a better educated and more Reformed speak·
.•.
new technique and instead of giving his ers.
is'
The chapel program as it now stands is<
m~de them
tellers counterfeit money, he made
handle thousands and thousands of real sadly unremarkable. Before we embark on ^
dollars so that they could get used to how a new mission of religious tolerance, we
rec- need to focus our efforts on refining and
money was supposed to feel and then rec
reforming the ori_ginal
original intent of chapel.
ognize fake money for the false feel.
Chapel should be a place of Reformed
This bank president found that this new
dewe students should be de
education-we
style worked wonderfully and he saw a education—
counter- manding this above all else.
dramatic drop in the amount of counter
fol
I urge the chapel committee to not folfeit money accepted by his tellers.
the' rec~mmendations
recommendations of those few stustu
I relate this tale to help make the point low the
that in our young and vulnerable ages we dents.
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AND GET

$8.00 per hour
($7.00
.00 base pay & $1.00 Tuition Assistance)
($7

SHIFTS AVAILABLE
NIGHT
10 P M - 2 AM
SUN: 10PM-2AM
MON-THUR: 11
11 PMPM - 3:30AM
3:30 AM

DAY
MON-FRI: 6 PM - 10:30 PM

SUNRISE
MON-FRI: 4:30 AM - 9:30 AM

PRELOAD
MON-FRI: 2:30 AM - 6:30 PM

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: DIRECTIONS:

Take Hwy. 153 to
Shallowford Rd. Polymer
Drive is across from Red
Food Warehouse.

• UNLOADERS
•UNLOADERS
•LOADERS
•QUALITY ASSURANCE
CLERKS

Requirements:

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:

(6 1 5 ) 899
8 9 9 - 11445
445
(615)
•

I

You must be 18 years or
older. You must be able to
provide your own transtrans
portation. You must be able
to work a manual labor job.
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Musician
neo-pagan,
agan, yet graced with talent
ian neo-p
Music
By Aaron Larsen
Alumni Writer
Lately, much that has been labeled "al“al
ternative music”
music" has degenerated into a
commercial
form that has become just as commercialized, convention-laden and mainstream as
the "pop"
“pop” against which it is supposed to
be a reaction.
· Frustrating though this may be, it need
not be a source of serious concern for those
who are genuinely interested in finding
cat
good music that crosses conventional categories. Whatever they are labeled, plenty
of "alternatives"
“alternatives” to mainstream pop are out
there.
Labels are certainly something that
stores and listeners cannot agree upon
when it comes to the music of Loreena
McKennitt.
Listeners are just as likely to find her
music in the "International,"
“International,” "Folk"
“Folk” or .
“New Age"
Age” sections, depending in which
"New
store they are shopping.
be-,
This confusion is not unwarranted be
heavily'
quite
draws
heavily
cause, while her music
on the melodic and rhythmic patterns of
traditional Celtic folk music, McKennit
makes extensive use of modem
modern electronic
instruments and equipment.
In a similar vein, while John Schaeffer
harpist" in her
“Celtic harpist”
introduced her as a "Celtic
recent live performance on WNYC, New
Y ork’s "New
“New Sounds with
w ith John
York's
Schaeffer,” her response was that she has
Schaeffer,"
always seen herself more as a vocalist who
happens to accompany herself with a harp.
The haunting beauty of her vocals, more
than anything else, makes her music what
it is.
Due to the obviously Celtic sound of her
music, it came as a mild surprise to me
that she is Canadian, rather than Irish in
her birth, and came to Celtic music as a

way of exploring her roots.
she“New Sounds"
Sounds” appearance, she
In her "New
Ireof
tour
Ire
spoke of her fears that her first
“bringing snow to the
land would be like "bringing
Eskimos.”
Eskimos."
Her approach is not strictly traditional,
however. Her popularity seems to be at
least as great in the "Celtic
“Celtic fringe"
fringe” as it is
“New World”
World" because of her unique
in the "New
way of blending the traditional and the
modern.
modem.
That popularity seems to grow with each
album she releases. Her latest, The Mask
and Mirror, seems to be the one which
brought her to the attention of John
picls:s
Schaeffer’s nightly program and it picks
Schaeffer's
up from where her previous one, The Visit,
leaves off.
While The Visit was inspired by a trip
through Ireland, Wales, and Brittany, The
Mask and Mirror finds its inspirationfrom
Galicia,
her travels through G
alicia, Spain,
Andalusia, and into Algeria and Morocco.
True as always to her mystic ontology,
McKennitt is inspired in this intellectual The Mask and the Mirror derives part ooff its theme from The Tempest in which many
and musical odyssey by the intellectual feel Shakespeare figuratively removes his own mask as an actor.
mystitraditions of the Sufis, a group of mysti
as it does out of her neo-pagan
Coming as
Those who have an interest in St. John
cal Muslim poets.
McKennitt's music leaves one
“Dark Night worldview, McKennitt’s
entries" from her of the Cross may appreciate "Dark
In reading the "journal
“journal entries”
melmelancholy-aa lonely mel
inter- with a certain melancholy—
McKennitt's musical inter
Soul," McKennitt’s
trip which precede the lyrics to each song of the Soul,”
thar underlies such a view of the
on the jacket cover, I get the impression pretation of an untitled metaphorical love ancholy that
cosmos in which we are seen to fashion
that she is looking at those cultures in the poem by him.
"god" in our image, and not the reverse.
· But most interesting to me is her finale, “god”
shallow sort of way that an outsider who
In McKennitt’s
McKennitt's universe, the cycles and
“Prospero’s
Speech," which is taken from
"Prospero's Speech,”
sees only what she wants to see would.
re- ·
Shakespeare's The Tempest. Since it is patterns of life that her music tries to re
The far-fetched connections that she Shakespeare’s
teleoldon't seem to have a sense of teleol
fleet don’t
“with the sense flect
seems to imply between the Druidic order delivered, as she writes, "with
art- ogy, or, if you will, an eschatology.
histo- of the actor removing his mask as an art
of the Celts and the Sufis make the histo
But the haunting beauty of her work still
ist,”
i t serves to bring her work full circle.
ist," _it
rian in me cringe.
remains
as a monument to the God that
In
it
she
seems
to
to
remove
her
seek
in
While I find much to disagree with
she
cannot
see. Pagan she may be, but, as
own
artistic
“mask”
and,
as
she
writes,
"mask"
her theology, fortunately, she is a better
Shalott,"
"The Lady of Shalott,”
"the illusion has ended, and reality and god Tennyson writes in “The
Al- “the
musician than she is a theologian. Al
a poem which she put to music in The Visit,
ourselves."
song's are left for us to determine ourselves.”
though she wrote a couple of these song’s
grace."
"God in His mercy lend her grace.”
deter- “God
Of course, neither we nor she deter
lyrics, most of the lyrics are her interpre
interprewhat
God
is,
but
rather
the
converse.
mines
of others.
tations of the writings of_

's horror
Apocalypse
portrayss Conrad
Conrad’s
pse Now portray
Apocaly

rAlling 1Ye1tl

descriptions of the jungle and the natives,
journeyone has a feeling that Marlowe is journey
ing to the very heart of Africa.
Coppola and co-writer John Millis trans
transform this story with very little change into
a modem film about the tragedy of war.
Not only do they retain the basic plot and
characters, but they also use many of
Conrad’s lines. Both the film and the novel
Conrad's
are about the psychological strain suffered
·
by men under certain conditions.
In the book, Kurtz is not forced to go to
battle, but under the influence of the
jungle, he adheres to the behavior of the
natives. In the film, Kurtz was placed in
battle, but he also becomes part of the
jungle and its ways.
Willard, played by Martin Sheen, has
been
b~en commissioned by the Army to find
·Colonel Kurtz, once a great commander
who has gone insane, and "terminate
“terminate his
command.”
Kurtz's methods have been
command." Kurtz’s
“unsound,” and he has been
determined "unsound,"
charged with murder.
On his way to the Nun River, sursur
rounded by wails of grief and explosions
"to
from every side, Willard remarks that “to
charge a man with murder out here is like
giving out speeding tickets at the Indy
500.” Despite his unwillingness to kill a
500."
misfellow American, Willard accepts his mis
sion.
During his journey Willard witnesses
of Vietnam. He
the unspeakable atrocities ofVietrtam.

MUSICAL PERFORMANCES
Symphony's Ira R.
Chattanooga Symphony’s
Summers, Jr. Collage Series. Chamber
music presented by some of Chatta
Chattanooga Symphony’s
Symphony's musicians. Feb. 4,
3:00 p.m., Hunter Museum auditorium.
(423) 267-8583.
Michael Card in concert. Feb. 23,
7:30
hattanooga, TN.
Chattanooga,
p.m.. C
7:30 p.m
(423) 698-4511.
FILM SERIES
Picture Bride. Jan. 26, 27.
Children ooff Paradise. Feb. 2, 3.
7:30 p.m., Hunter Museum.
(423) 267-0968.
ART EXHIBITS
PaintThe Airplane in Art: Aviation Paint
airings by Sam Lyons, Jr. Paintings of air
airplanes by this pilot and long-time air
plane lover. Jan. 13-28, Hunter Mu
Museum. (423) 267-0968.
Romare
A Graphic Odyssey: R
om are
Bearden as Printmaker. Over one hun
hundred prints by the African American
isartist portraying social and political is
sues. Feb. 3-April 7, Hunter Museum.
(423) 267-0968.
Painting Faces: Six Portrait Artists.
An eclectic collection of portraits by
half a dozen artists with roots in Chat
Chattanooga. Feb. 10-March
IO-March 31, Hunter
Museum. (423) 267-0968.

By Lesley Monroe
Arts & Entertainment Editor
In 1979, Francis Ford Coppola (The
co
Godfather, The Godfather Part II) cciwrote, directed, and produced one of the
most gripping and terrifying movies ever
made.
Apocalypse Now, Coppola's
Coppola’s adaptation
Conrad’s novel, Heart of
o f Dark
Darkof Joseph Conrad's
ness, tells the bizarre tale of Captain
Willard, a soldier lost in the chaos of the
Vietnam War.
C onrad’s story is centered around
Conrad's
Marlowe, a sea captain hired by a British
trade company to find Mr. Kurtz, one of ·
the most influential men in the company
who has disappeared in the jungle.
Marlowe and his crew encounter many
trials, including an attack by the natives
of the jungle. Marlowe also comments on
the mistreatment of the natives, the story's
story’s
equivalent to the Vietnamese in the movie.
When Marlowe finally finds Kurtz, he
discovers a man completely consumed by
manpower. In raiding for ivory, Kurtz has man
aged to win the loyalty of several tribes
near his camp,
country
Deathly ill when found by his countryman, Kurtz lets himself be taken away.
“The
Dying on the boat, Kurtz whispers, "The
horror! The horror!”
horror!"
parHeart ooff Darkness does not have a par
ticular setting, although from Conrad's
Conrad’s

0

sees the transformation of innocent Ameri
American kids into brutal killers who mercilessly
wipe out entire villages.
researchWillard also spends his time research
ing his future victim, all the while gaining
admiration for Kurtz, until he finally
reaches the Colonel’s
Colonel's station.
Like Kurtz in the story, this Kurtz has
acquired a large following of natives. He
has a fortress with his victims’
victims' heads on
the spikes. An American photo journalist,
played by Dennis Hopper, tells Willard,
“The
"The man is clear in his mind, but his soul
is mad.”
mad."
Marlon
K
urtz him
self, played
arlon
played by M
himself,
Kurtz
observBrando, is an imposing figure, and observ
ing his personal actions, it would be hard
to call him insane. Willard, however, states
that rather than Kurtz’s
Kurtz's methods having
become unsound, he has ceased to have
any method at all.
This shocking film shows the horror the
Vietnam War, both its effects on Vietnam
and the soldiers who fought there. In
It's what
Coppola’s
is Vietnam. It’s
"Itis
Coppola's words, “It
crazy."
it was really like. It was crazy.”
Perhaps because this movie is,
is chaotic,
Vietit gives one of the truest pictures of Viet
nam. Coppola hides none of the insanity
and he shows how easily the Americans
posiwere consumed by their powerful posi
tions. In the words of one of Willard’s
suWillard's su
periors, “...out
" ... out there with those natives, it
must be a .temptation
temptation to be God.”
God."

Compiled by Jen Calvert
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sophy of music
Phil Keag
Keaggy
philosophy
gy gives philo
was so young. It was Johnny
Johnny Ray in the
BP: How do you stay fresh?
early
mom
told
me when I was
My
50s.
I'm not always
PK: Well,the thing is I’m
I
two
old,
just constantly
years
three
and
any
fresh. I go through struggles just like anyThen it
listened
to
Johnny
Ray
records.
' body else.
was
Elvis
Presley.
As a writer and player I go through dry
guiBut my brother, I watched him play gui
you're weak in
times where you feel that you’re
tar
when
was
a
little
kid
too
because
the
I
that area and then all of a sudden God
You'd
sound
was
right
there
the
room.
You’d
in
breathes new life into you, and with life
comes inspiration, and with inspiration see Elvis and Scotty Moran on the TV, but
I’d turn
there's my brother
tum around and there’s
the joy of the then I'd
It’s because '‘the
comes strength. It's
playing
through
a real amp so the
electric
strength.’
Lord is your strength.'
sound
of
it
in
the
room
inspired me,
be
I think part of that comes about by beinto it.
really
me
up,
me
got
charged
hav
ing hungry, or by being in the valley, havBack
BP:
your
album
“Way
"Way
alb'!m
loved
I
some
ing some battles you have to face, somedesee
Home.”
It’s
to
fathers
de
great
so
It's
Home."
times by experiencing humiliation of some
and
lighting
children,
then
to
their
in
light~g
sort.. .
sort
What
this
of
joy.
speak
guitar
the
see
in
life
In breaking out of that can come
music—creativity.
music~reativity. Sometimes you have to was it like doing this album?
PK: The album was done twice. I did it
things-writing
writing
also think of the simplest things—
'86: It had 11 songs on
back in ‘86.
originally
think
guitar. If you
and composing of the guitar.
—the
you
have has 14 songs, so
version
-the
it
then
God
to
gift
in terms of giving it as a
one was taken off.
and
added
were
four
you
that
things
you’ll
you'll be less critical of the
“Olivia”
titled
after his daughter]
[song
"Olivia"
offer to Him.
she's
means
to
me
because
she’s special,
lot
a
yourself.
for
do
You analyze what you
duet [in "Faa
Alisha
with
me
“Fa
in
sings
and
ever
will
guitar
Nothing you or I do on the
as
It's
ther-Daughter
Harmony”].
It’s
honest
Harmony"].
easbe
can't
we
be self-satisfying because
can’t eas
'be
as it can possibly get because it was really
ily pleased.
from her heart and my heart, we wrote it
a
it's
But if you offer it to God as a gift, it’s
together one night.
it
present and you know that He accepts
grandparents’ and
there's the grandparents'
And then there’s
from
because He loves to receive praise
50th."
"The
the
family’s
voices
“The
50th.” Now I
in
family's
His children.
"Paka"
I
would
have
had
“Paka”
then to put
wish
you've
Therefore, because you know you’ve
have
because
“Paka”
would
been a
"Paka"
it
on
of,
it's easier to take care
handed it over it’s
album.
perfect
for
that
song
phiThat's the phi
it’s easier to be a part of it. That’s
it's
it’s an album that has a
By and large it's
losophy I have.
the
relationship with God
of
combination
phiBP: How did you develop that phi
expressed—
the
the hunger, and
desire,
expressed-the
losophy?
PK: I have to experience it every so ofof then the family. Its the family that gives
Ide
that's us the heritage of faith passed down. Ideten. I do tend to forget, and maybe that’s
it’s good when it's
it’s nurtured.
why I come around those experiences ally, it's
BP: What do you think of the view of
again and again.
Creating music and being a Christian classical music as a disciplined form of
disci
musician is the fruit that comes out of your worship which leads to a more disciplined life in Christ?
life as a Christian.
PK: I think, in a sense, it all depends on
The greatest music that has endured over
the years, over the centuries, has been the individual.
classiwho's classi
You can have somebody who’s
music that I believe has been dedicated to
cally trained and sings only proper hymns,
God—Handel, Bach.
God-Handel,
And I love the music of Ralph Vaughn and they could be as far off from walking
Williams, who I think probably struggled in the grace of God and obedience, and
with faith in God. He called himself a somebody who just goes up there and flails
some
cheerful agnostic. People remark about and ad libs and acts silly like I do somehow giving he was and what a good man times.
·
he was.
I think that God is a God of order, and I
I think all the trimmings that go with would feel very empty if I did a whole
didn't deliver something that
down— concert and I didn’t
the music business can bog you downor
you've even had beauty and some sort of sense of ormake you feel defeated before you’ve
started.What
What you have to do is trim der to it...melodic meaning and harmonic
gotten started.
cen
pe- meaning, rather than what twentieth centhat-all the scaffolding and pe
away all that—all
mu
riphery and all the attempts to climb some tury art has become, or what a lot of mumountain and have success or acceptance sic has become.
I think my music is an expression of God
by corporate people and record company
because every man is created in the image
people.
Start with you and God. And where two of God. His image is clearer in some than
that’s quite a topic to disdis
or three of you are gathered in His name, others. I think that's
gather in that way. Share and let it grow cuss.
BP: Would you say that you gear your
out of that, because I’ve
that’s
I've found out that's
i_n
music
more towards evangelism or in
where you’ll
encourage
you' II find your greatest encourageperforming
to
give
glory
to
God?
ment.
PK: I’m
I'm not pure evangelism, because
I learned to play guitar because I used
I’m
not
always out to evangelize. But I
to sit around with a couple of friends my I'm
want
to
be
a blessing. And I think that's
that’s
age who were into guitar.
comes
faith
what
it
is—
impart
hope,
if
and
is-impart
didn’t look for the greatest guitar
I didn't
I’m grateful for it.
player to be my teacher. It never occured with it, then I'm
But
I
have
no specific calling ,that
that I
m e...
.....1I think I have versatility because
to me
know
of—I’m
not
Philip
the
Evangelist.
of-I'm
I listen to a lot of different kinds of music.
I just do what I do-primarily
do—primarily it's
it’s my
I love all styles of music.
my
living.
I
make
a
living
at
it.
I
support
BP: Who was an early inspiration to
sing
I
and
family,
provide
for
my
family,
you and your music?
som ebody’s
believe. If somebody's
PK: I got interested in music because about what I believe.
blessed
then
that’s
great.
that's
that,
by
of sorpebody
somebody I d9n'
don’tt remember listening
—interview conducted by Lauris
Lau;i,r Vidal
-interview
to, but I remember the voice, because I .

a

World-class guitarist Phil Keaggy performs a Compassion International benefit
Jan. 16.
16.
forr the Covenant community on Jan.
concertfo

Turandot
affecting,
e~ting, skillful
ot aff
Turand
By Elizabeth Bancroft
Guest Writer

Serendipity struck and this culturehungry student found manna in the form
of the opera Turandot, performed by the
AssoChattanooga Symphony and Opera Asso
ciation on Jan. 13.
Turandot was the last opera written by
Giacomo Puccini. The music represents a
marked change from his earlier works.
Based on traditional Chinese folk tunes,
Turandot is written on a grand scale, but
almost remained incomplete when Puccini
died before finishing the last two scenes.
comIt was fortunately completed by a com
poser who styled himself after Puccini.
Briefly, Turandot is the story of Calaf,
the son of an exiled king who catches sight
of the Princess Turandot and is determined
to win her.
Calaf was sung by Xiao-Jun Deng, who
had a lovely sound and was generally very
muchat home with his role. He sung the much
Donna" in an easy
"Nessun Dorma”
loved aria “Nessun
posmanner. However, he did not always pos
sess the power necessary to avoid being
overshadowed by the orchestra.
Princess Turandot
is a very demanding
Turandol'is
role, but Leslie Morgan was adequate. The
last two scenes were very affecting, and if
she lacked the lyricism and stage presence
of her fellows, Morgan was nonetheless
princess."
"ice princess.”
the “ice
The voice of the evening belonged to
Liu, Nancy Davis Booth,
Booth, whose soaring
elegance sparkled among the rafters—fine
rafters-fine
abilifluid as water. Her ~cting
acting abili
as china, flu.id

ties coupled with her voice to paint a
stately and soulful
of_her
Liu. The scene of
soulful.Liu.
suicide was the climax of the opera.
Compared both to other full stage and
concert performances, this presentation
was musically sound and it did not suffer
for the lack of props and visual pomp.
One did receive the impression that the
stage was a little crowded as the chorus
was positioned behind the orchestra. This
was unfortunate because despite several
microphones, they were somewhat lost
behind the solid wall of symphonic and
principal sound.
Technical difficulties flourished with
projection of the subtitles. For those of you
who have seen Singin
Singin'’ in the Rain, it was
no!"
akin to the “Yes,
"Yes, yes, yes! No, no, no!”
scene. Fortunately, a work of such caliber
can stand without translation.
The only real disappointment was the
lack of a children’s
children's chorus. Instead of a
sweet supplication to the princess, there
were horns—
lovely horns—but
horns-but horns
horns-lovely
nonetheless.
nonetheless.
Overall, it was a lovely evening and the
musicians received a standing ovation. For
myself, this will mark the first of many
operatic jaunts,
jaunts, and I would recommend
alike.
it highly to the initiate and veteran alike.
Seeing an opera is always a reminder
that we all crave high drama, tortuous
plots, intrigue and the unrestrained display
of emotion.
emotion.
Puccini's Turandot we find all of this
In Puccini’s
put to the kind of music that feeds the soul.
Oh, for a season pass!
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Movies potential for
emotional damage
By Kara Griffith
Guest Writer

Who would be a safer spouse? Lorena
Bobbit, or Lorena Bobbit disguised as
Shirley Temple?
Both could do
Both
damage,
equal dam
age, but
people would protect
themselves
them
selves against
the first while even
the wary would let
their guards down
down
around the latter.
Movies can similarly damage us emo
emotionally, but the damage from these mov
movies can be disguised.
disguised.
Most Christians are wary of some kinds
of movies and attempt to protect them
themselves by either avoiding them altogether,
or by maintaining a critical mind while
viewing the movies·.
movies. But movies like
Sleepless in Seattle or While You Were
Sleeping are popularly seen as warm,
harmless and innocent.
Yet both of these movies are insidious.
Because viewers are not aware of the dan
danmovgerous messages permeating these mov
ies, these types of movies may do even
more damage than movies which are bla
blatantly offensive.
This article isn’t
isn't written by the person
who discovered obscenity in The Lion
King. Nor were the few off-color jokes and
allusions the problem with the movies in
question. The problems with movies like
While You Were Sleeping and Sleepless in
Seattle are much more fundamental.
The major message of this type of film
is that happy romantic relationships can
be based on a few impressions and feel
feelings. This message is indefensible.
Books do not claim that the way to a
happy marriage is to propose to the first
stunningly attractive person who transmits
“magic” in his or her handshake. Almost
"magic"
_no one would defend the idea that good,
life-long relationships can be predicted or
founded on less than a week of interacvtion.
,tion.
don’t argue on a rational level.
Movies don't
Their power is _their appeal to emotions.
Even cynical watchers can view Sleepless
in Seattle acknowledging its unreality
throughout, yet when it appears that the
hero and heroine won’t
won't meet, they experi
experience trepidation and disappointment.
The emotions at this point should, if tied
to reason, be those of relief.
relief. A relation
relationship between two people who haven’t
haven't even
had a conversation is not something that
should be greeted with joy.
While You Were Sleeping is slightly
more realistic. The couple know each other

for at least a week or two before the man
proposes marriage.
Certainly the two have cause to continue
to get to know each other, but'
but what friend
would counsel them to make a life-long
commitment based on such a short ac
acquaintance?
resoFeelings rule both films.
films. And the reso
lution of each plot, though ridiculous, is
emotionally satisfying.
If the plots were completely detached
from real life, no problem would exist.
Imagination is a good thing. The insidi
insidiousness of these movies is that viewers
tend to identify with the main characters.
Even if they are intellectually detached,
feelviewers are usually sucked in on the feel
ing level.
The vicarious satisfaction viewers feel
seeing the hero and heroine get together
lasts only as long as the movie. But crav
craving for an ideal relationship remains.
People may be intellectually satisfied
with their relationships and be willing to
live with the inherent difficulties usually
present. However, in viewing these sorts
of movies their emotions have been stirred
to desire a perfectly satisfying partner.
This desire is natural, and kept within
the confines of reality, it can spur a per
person to work harder on his or her relation
relationship to make it better.
The vicarious and easy satisfaction
satisfaction
given by movies, however, only creates
dissatisfaction with reality. The kind of
satisfaction present in movies cannot be
found in this life. Real people have to work
at their relationships.
relationships.
This leaves the theater as the only way
to get the next dose of emotional satisfacsatisfac
tion. And that leaves people dissatisfied
since their relationships can’t
can't live up to
the emotional level they’ve
they've become accus
accustomed to through their vicarious experiexperi
ences.
When movies don’t
don't spur people on to
improve life, but instead create in them a
craving for something which cannot be
satisfied in this life, they become destruc
destructive.
tive. Virtual reality is good, but only
only.. if it
is used as a tool to improve real reality.
Many people agree that movies should
be constructively enjoyable, not destruc
destructively so, but they find feel-good movies
too relaxing and fun to worry about their
possible destructive power.
If this describes you, then you are sus
If
susceptible to the fundamental problem of
these types of films.
The more movies of this kind that you
watch, the more you will find it difficult
to be emotionally fulfilled and satisfied by
actual human relationships.

True Fallacies
OveTWinter
Over Winter Break, the Religion antlPhilcsophy
and Philosophy page sponsored tM
the WGlC
LOGIC
"MINI-ESSAY"
If¢ results and some.
“MINI-ESSAY" CONTEST. Here are/
are the
some valuable informationfo
forr
you
page readers who know that a~pre-kQ.ntian
pre-kantian
you dutiful
diflifal Religion and Philosophy
Phil<>sopfiypage
metap!Jy~ic,pre,upposes
metaphysic presupposes an epiff.
epistemic foundational
ism, but have
forgottehn that
fiaatwnalism,
hav¢'ffi
,x
truth is not a formal
fa . characteristic
cerwic of~Uogism,;,.
o f syllogisms..
It seemed that contestant #1 had alltoo-easily cracked the mystery of the
“logic mini-essay contest.”
After an eloquent illustration concern
ing Mozart’s Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, #1
:
‘problem’ in this logic contest difficult—
one must understand what the words inproblem is m>i at all difficult any longer."
O f course, #1 is righi. Bui alas, in
ironic misfortune, he failed to understand
the meaning of the key word in the prohThe bottom lino that #1 wrote an ex
cellent essay. He all but actually solved
ihe problem.
Contestant #2 also wrote a good— not
lo mention humorous—essay.
Like#I however. #2 thought the solu
tion was found in the idea o f an
"cnlhymeme.” This idea does not actu
ally apply to the contest logic problem,
but thanks to #2 who used the word, the
editors did not have to look far for a new
term of the bi-week.
Our third contestant, and winner of the
contest, is Kara Griffith.
The statement that won her the prize
is: “ Ihe duth ol the conclusion doesn't
prove the validity of the aigumcnt ”
This basic idea was the key to the prob
lem. and it needs some dahoialion hebasics.

quenl.' It goes like this: It ‘A.’ then ‘B ’
B.- Therefore ‘A.’
“Now, let’s till in the variables. II Greg

is in Carter Hall, then he checks Philip’s
mail. Greg checks Philip’s mail. There
fore Greg is in Carter Hall.
“Here is the problem. The conclusion
is undoubtedly true since Philip’s mail
■

out disproving the fallacy of affirming
the consequent?"
This sort of problem tricks us because
we are so used to thinking in terms ol
“truth.” This in itself is not a bad thing,
we often miss out on precise knowledge.
"Truth lovers" arc often satisfied with as
serting the right answer without making
an argument.
mont-making, not mere propositionmaking. Validity, which the fallacy of
affirming the consequent lacks, is a for
mal characteristic. It is not directly re
lated to truth.
An argument can be valid yet not
"true." That is, ihe conclusion may be
false even though the argument has the
proper form.
However, a valid argument is still in
dispensable in the defense of truth. For
only a valid argument, providing true
prem ises, can p rovide conclusive
gioundLs tor (he truth of the conclusion.
The important thing to remember is
that the truth ot the conclusion can never
provide conclusive grounds for the va
lidity o f an iirgumcnl Ot. in Kara'*
words, “The fact that the conclusion is
sometimes true doesn't mean that Ihe
fallacy of affirming the consequent is
sometimes wrong.”

CONTEST
Unfortunately, the Religion and Philosophy editors have fallen on hard times
financially, and cannot afford anymore cash prizes for contests. And yet, our trivial
spirit has not been squashed! If you can answer the question below, we will think
you're officially "smart."
you’re
“smart.” You may "call
“call in”
in" at 820-9908 or ext. 1602 or submit the
answer in written form to Box 241.
Who said the following:
" ... I do not believe they can give any reason that would suffice to remove this
“...I
doubt, were they not to presuppose the existence of
o f God. For first of all, eeyen
ven what
I already take for a rule—namely
rule-namely that all the things we very clearly and distinctly
conceive are true—is
true-is certain only because God is or exists, and is a perfect being,
and because all that is in us comes from Him.”
Him." And "“...the
... the truths of the faith, which
have always held first place in my set of beliefs...”
beliefs ... " (emphasis added)

INSTITUTE OF HOLY LAND STUDIES

Terminology of the Bi-Week:
presents a new technical word every other week for
the amelioration of your vocabulary.

• your extension campus in Israel
• M.A., semester abroad
• 2 and 3 week programs
*• credits transferable

enthvmeme
enthymeme (EN-tha-MEEM) n. : a syllogism with an implicit premise.
This word is derived from the Greek prefix en-, meaning "in,"
“in,” and the root thumos,
meaning "mind,"
“mind,” and based on the Greek word enthumema, meaning “a
"a rhetorical
argument,”
consider.”
argument," which in turn is based on enthumeisthai, meaning “to
"to consider."

.
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'
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Biblical History • Middle Eastern Studies • Hebrew
Language•
Language • Bible Translation • Historical Geography
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Danger of idolatry
found in dating
woman unless he has asked her to be his
wife?
In addition to this, sexual fornication has
Dating has become the means by which become the most prominent danger of dat
datyoung people find companionship, secu
secu- ing.
rity, happiness and
A survey done by the Department of
love.
Health and Humans Services reported that
Between the ages in 1988, 52 percent of American teenag
teenagof 16 and 2
20,
0 ,1I expeexpe ers were sexually active, and according to
rienced
rienced the dating
dating Josh McDowell, 43 percent of evangeli
evangeliscene. Most of the rere cal Christian teenagers have sexually forfor
latio n sh ippss turned
turned nicated by the age of 18! If anything, this
lationshi
into serious relationships where either I should move us to re-evaluate dating.
or my current boyfriend was hurt.
While thinking that the "sex
“sex part"
part” is
After my last relationship, which lasted taken out of dating, Christians continue to
a year and a half, I began to question the spend all of their time with one person with
dating method. I began by examining my whom they fall in love, commit and emoemo
own experiences, reading different books, tionally attach themselves. Sexual forni
forniand most of all, going in prayer before cation sterns
stems from this type of emotional
God.
fornication.
After examining my own experiences
If
If we are already spending all of our
and those of others, I found that idolatry, time with one person and becoming more
emotional fornication and sexual fornica
fornica- intimate, it is easier to justify simply act
acttion are the three most prominent prob
prob- ing out emotions.
lems in dating.
~
world's tolerance and
In contrast to the world’s
One definition of idolatry is "expecting
“expecting acceptance of lust, Christ’s
Christ's perfect ex
exotbers what only God can give.”
from others
give." ample of love focuses on others. "There“There
Idolatry begins with the fear of being fore be imitators of God as dear children.
lonely which, in turn, leads to the desire And walk in love, as Christ also has loved
for a companion to eliminate the feeling us and given Himself for us, as an offer
offerof loneliness.
ing and a sacrifice to God for a sweet
sweet“If you find a date you will smelling aroma"
Society says, "If
aroma” (Ephesians 5:1).
no longer be lonely.”
lonely." Thus the search for
Rather than dating, we should, as Henry
a date begins. Instead of looking to God, Krabbendam, Professor of Biblical Stud
Studthe Christian’s
Christian's permanent, perfect com
com- ies says, prepare ourselves for marriage
panion, we listen to society.
by concentrating on leading a godly life.
When a date turns into a relationship,
We have an advantage as single Chris
Chriseverything seems wonderful. The world tians because
we can serve our God with
because-we
around us seems to be in perfect harmony our whole selves. God has designed us to
until we find ourselves disappointed be
be- live at least the first part of our lives sinsin
cause the person does not meet up to our gly for Him.
expectations.
Paul tells us in I Corinthians 7 that the
Whether we break up or continue the advantage of being single is that we can
relationship, loneliness and discontentdiscontent be whole-hearted in our love for God.
ment again present themselves until anan
Loneliness is something inevitable, but
other date comes along, or until this per
per- God desires to be our basic delight. When
son improves.
we feel discontent or lonely, He is faithful
Our security, happiness, contentment and will make His presence known.
and fulfillment depend upon this person’s
person ',s
ev
In our humanity we desire to know evactions towards us.
erything. We want to know what will hap
hapWhen we expect security, happiness and pen now and in the future, but no one can
fulfillment from any relationship besides know the
~e future, so we must trust in God.
one with God, we commit idolatry.
If He does have someone planned for
In addition to idolatry, another problem us, He will provide the perfect time and
of dating is emotional fornication. Greg the perfect place for us to meet. We must
Spencer defines this in New Attitude as the simply trust in Him.
premature expression of loyalty to one
In reference to the lesson Elliot learned
another.
through her struggle to wait for God’s
God's tim
timWhen dating turns into a serious rela
rela- ing in bringing her and her husband to
totionship, the couple feels responsible for gether, she says that to wait on God is to
one another and requires each other’s
ex do what you are called to do right now—
other's exnowclusive attention.
as an acorn does what it was made to do
Having to know where each other is all while waiting to become an oak tree.
the time, and feeling guilty for talking to
It is true that not every date begins in
anybody else of the opposite sex are both idolatiy
idolatry and ends in sexual fornication, but
indications of this problem.
the dangers are there and tempt everyone.
I experienced this strain in one of my
My past relationships have been filled
relationships. I was trapped emotionally with confusion and blindness. None of
because of the commitment I made. I them have brought fulfillment like my re
rewanted to help my boyfiend with all of lationship with Christ brings.
his problems, but I was ineffective.
I’ve
I've observed'too many Covenant stu
stuIn retrospect I realize that the commit
commit- dents looking to companionship for their
ments and emotions I felt really belonged ultimate security.
only in marriage.
As students, we need to focus on the life
After reading Passion and Purity by that is within so that we may reflect the
Elisabeth Elliot, my mistake became very image of Christ to one another and rest in
clear to me. Elliot asks what right a man Him.
has for the "exclusive
“exclusive attention”
attention" o
off a
By Jessica Spalding
Guest Writer
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Speak Out
Compiled by Karissa Case

Is there a difference between courting and dating?
If so, what is it?
Dating is just for fun, hanging out and
getting to know the person and courting
is for marriage.
-— Kate Luedde
C ourting has a
Courting
different purpose;
you're seeking out
you’re
marriage. In dating
you go out to have
fun with somebody
and often people
don't see the purpose of dating as mar
don’t
mardon't think there should be a dif
riage. I don’t
difference because the purpose of dating is
to lead to marriage.
—Jennifer
-Jennifer Moore
Dating is okay in
large groups when
you're still tryng to
you’re
get to know somesome
one, see what you
like about them and
you still just want to
have fun. Courting is an old-fashioned
word that means almost what we mean
by dating. I almost think of courting as a
different term for dating.
—Rachel
-Rachel Wanaselja
I agree that there
is definitely a differ
difference between court
courting and dating.
There is a difference
in the way you
would go about it, but especially in the
end desire or goal. For dating, the goal
is short-term, but for courting, the goal
goal
is more serious, more long-term.
:_Nathan
—Nathan Allison

+

Dating can have a
lot of different con
connotations. I think of
dating as trying just
to get to know somesome
one or having fun
fun..
Whereas with courtcourt
ing you want to have an idea of getting
to know someone so you can decide if
you want to marry them. You think more
seriously of the idea of marriage. CourtCourt
ship just has more of a romantic image.
—David White
-David
Dating is when
two people go out
and they want to
have a good time to
together and courting
is what everyone
everyone
around them at Cov
Covenant calls it.
_:_ Jackson Alexander
—
Dating is a casual opportunity for two
people to get to know each other with
without commitment, just a furthering of a
friendship. Courtship is an extension of
dating for the exex
press purpose of trying
to
decide
decide
whether the person
you are dating is a
possible m
arriage
marriage
partner.
— David Fish
-David
Where I come from dating was going
to Mrs. _Thompson’s
Thompson's freezer, taking out
the dates and drying them in the sun
Courting was like, you know, “Do
"Do you
want to go shoot some hoops?”
hoops?"
- Joe
Joe· Kaufmann
—

OLD MAID

based on "One
“One Art"
Art” by EU.zabeffi
Elizabeth-. pishop
Bishop
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Time limps, impotent. She grows stale in herr vµ-ginity.
virginity.
The grubs are burrowing where once the blossoms tlowered.
flowered.
Time ticks. She twists, forever trapped, in a cocoon of1'ch~tity.
chastity.

oof

u,r

She lies, picked,
packed, a china doll. Time
and sterility
Sbe
Ti,ne a_rJd
swarm around her like mothballs, preserving
the funeral flowers.
swann•around'hg.Jjke
preservingthefuneral
Time limps,
1ime
~mps, impotent. She grows stale in her virginity.
continues, colorless. The road a dulijng
dulling grey, she
Her life continµes,
vision ov~
over J)er
her shoulder.
stalls in second
second gear, shifts her vi~\on
Time ticks. S@
She t\.yist&,c
twists, forever
forever trapped,Jp
trapped, in a cocoon
,. oo? of
of chastity.

"!{er
“Her days directed”-nights
“one can’t
help but see
'teq.•r.,nights alonealone~ "o~
, nelp
her life” •lo
-lovelessgreyer, she
grows older,
herJife"
.
.'“is
.'1s Important.”
I'f!lportant" Days get
~l~fyer,
s!ie gr.ows
time Iimps,impotent.
limps, impotent. She grows stale
in her
virginity.
tit'ne
stalein
IJetvirgilljty.
youth .is
is blamed
on babies, women lamenting
lamenting fertility
Wasted youtQ
blamecton
proclaim that a life devoid of
flowers doesn't
doesn’t .mean
mean all grey is dolor.
<>iflowers
Time ticks. She twists, forever trapped, in a cocoon of chastity.
nme
The days are passing, silent ashes fall with dogged regularity.
lies, laments the constancy of growing older.
The bed is cold. She Ues,
Time limps, impotent. Sbe
She grows stale
in ber
her virginity.
1imeJUllij$,
staleJn
Time ticks,
ticks. Sbe
She twists, forever trapped, in a cocoon of chastity. ,
Tune
-by
—by Amy
Amy Mofnfr'.'
Moffitt
\, ... . ..
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Scots knocked from
top of conf
erenee
conference
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

With three dunks and 20 points, Cedric Thomas was a force to be reckoned with
down low against Tennessee Temple University.

Luther 3's,
3’s, Thomas
overpow
er Crusader
overpower
Crusaderss
Scots overcome miserable start with strong finish
By Jeremy Davis
Guest Writer
On Thursday, Jan. 18, the Scots'
Scots’ bas
basketball team rallied from a 13-point halfTennes
time deficit to take the win from Tennessee Temple in front of a near-capacity
crowd at the Barnes Gymnasium.
More than 100 Temple fans that trav
travelled up the mountain to root on their CruCru
saders were disappointed as Jeremy Luther
poured in 25 points in the second half to
lead the Scots to an impressive 78-72 vic
victory.
As the teams headed for the locker room
at half-time the scoreboard read 43-30 in
favor of the Crusaders.
The momentum was obviously with the
Crusaders, although the Scots had been in
the lead for most of the first half. But
Temple scored 26 of the last 28 points in
the first half.
It seemed that the second half would
pick up right where the first left off as
Temple came out and converted a turnover
for a dunk in the first play of the half. ·
However, the Scots were not to be so

easily defeated. They showed impressive
mental toughness for a team so young as
they stepped up their game on both sides
of the court and responded to Temple’s
Temple's
imposing second half start with an impo
imposition of their own—
own-aa 22-7 run.
Jeremy Luther hit four incredible threepointers in a row and Cedric Thomas gave
the team an emotional boost with two pow
powerful two-handed dunks.
The Covenant crowd, which had previ
previously seemed intimidated by the zeal of
the Temple fans, got involved and Clint
Ball hit four clutch free throws to thwart
any chances of a Temple comeback late
in the game.
Luther ended the game with 30 points,
18 of which came from three-point range.
Thomas had 20 while senior Dell
Cornett had eight rebounds and nine
points. Jake Walls also had eight points
and eight rebounds.
The Scots now have an overall record
of 12-7 and a conference record of 9-2,
good for second place in the TVAC.
The Scots'
Scots’ next home game is on Jan.
30 when they will face Bryan at 7:30 p.m.

The Scots entered their first away game
of the new year against the Tennessee
Wesleyan Bulldogs with a high level of
confidence.
They were leading the TVAC conferconfer
ence with a 7-1 record and had an impres
impressive four-game winning stretch.
Both of those stats went by the wayside,
however, as the Bulldogs knocked the
Scots from the top spot beating them 6660.
Early on, the Wesleyan fans succeeded
· in "rattling"
“rattling” the Scots with their own ver
version of the rally can as Covenant experiexperi
enced some shooting woes. They did manman
age to take a 10-9 lead about five minutes
in after a Jeremy Luther lay-up.
From then on the Scots found them
themselves playing catch-up. Wesleyan would
~ix-point lead only to see
build a five- to six-point
the Scots chip away at the deficit and pull
to within one or two. With a five-point
push, the Bulldogs grabbed a 34-28 halftime advantage.
In the second half Jake Walls and Luther
carried the Scots on offense but could pull
them no closer than 44-40. Wesleyan then
ballooned the lead to 54-44 with nine min
minutes left and never trailed again.
The Scots had a chance to pull within
three in the closing minutes but a Luther
three-point attempt was a little long.
The Bulldogs closed the game by mak
making their free throws as they took the vic
victory, 66-60.
Coach Ken Brooks could not fully ex
explain the disappointing loss.
“With a week off it just didn’t
"With
didn't seem like

we were in sync. Who knows if it was the
games.'
week off or just 'one
‘one of those games.’
"We didn’t
didn't shoot the ball well as a team
“We
and we did not take care of the ball as well
past," said Brooks of his
as we have in the past,”
team's 42 percent shooting and 18 overall
team’s
turnovers.
"We let them have more opportunities
“We
turnovers,"
because of rebounding and turnovers,”
commented Brooks. "That
“That really hurt us.
It was a good game where we got what
deserved."
we deserved.”
Luther had team highs in both points and
rebounds with 29 and seven, respectively.
for15 and pulled in six boards.
Walls hit forl5

********
On Jan. 5 the Scots snuck by the TorTor
nado of King College by a 67-62 count.
The win began the Scots'
Scots’ roll which
briefly catapulted them to the peak of the
conference.
Luther was the leader with 25 points
while Dell Cornett had a solid 15 and
Cedric Thomas scored 10.
The next night Covenant had five in
double figures as they put away Alice
Lloyd, 79-72.
Luther had 16, Walls 15 and Clint Ball
scored 13.
Thomas hit for 12 and pulled in nine
boards while Cornett had 11 and eight.
The men continued their roll with a 7167 defeat of Clinch Valley a few nights
later on Jan. 9.
Luther again led all scorers with a 25
and Walls added 13. Cornett hit the boards
hard, collecting 13 and scoring 12.
That weekend the Scots'
Scots’ scheduled
game against Southern Wesleyan was for
forfeited and the Scots received their tenth
victory of the season.

Intramurals '96
The first several weeks of Intramural
basketball have provided some exciting
action. The league includes 19 teams, 12
for the men and seven for the women.
The regular season will last until midFebruary when the play-offs will begin.
Women’s
Women's Overall Records
(as of 1-22-96)
The Cystas
Tucker's Terrors
Tucker’s
Lava Lamps
The Jungle—censored
Jungle--censored
Rare Essence II
Vitamin E
Lucky Charms
'

~

..
...

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-2
0-3

Men's Overall Records
Men’s
(as of 1-22-96)

Whether from beyond the arc or in the paint, senior capain Dell Cornett has been a
consistent performer as he has helped catapult the Scots into the conference elite.
3-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
1-0
1-2
1-2
0-2
0-3
0-3
0-3

Big Flowers of St. Francis
Felchabuts II
Freakshow
Lynch Mob
Doo Doo Brown
S , er Chodged
Syner
B
ng it on Home
P^ng
Can't Decide
Can’t
Team Whitebread
Enjoy Yourselves
Pimpdog & the 7 Dwarfs
Soul Train

—compiled
-compiled by Dave Harkins
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With Krieg
Krieg,, Brown
out, Klein is the key
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Hammond, Hujfine,
Scots
Huffine, Ferman only Lady Scots·
to finish OT thriller against Temple
By Aaron
A aron Thompson
Staff Writer
■’'Every once in a while a sporting event
...,Every
characterized by courage and perseverance
mind.
etches enduring memories on the mind.
Images of a hobbling Kirk Gibson
rounding the bases after hitting a pinchhome run for the Dodgers in the 1989
Fire'ss Eric
o f Fire’
World Series or Chariots of
Liddell’s uncommon morality and heart
Liddell's
are such experiences.
co t’s basketball game
Scot's
The Lady S
against rival Tennessee Temple was a disdis
play of determination on par with these
more well-known examples.
Covenant began the game with only six
players due to a pre-season rash of depardepar
ture combined with the recent injury to
starter Jen Brown. When the final buzzer
sounded at the end of the game, the Lady
Scots were left with a mere three players
on the court.
Despite the massive disparity in availavail
able players, the women managed to battle
for a gutsy 95-88 overtime loss.
The opening tip and five minutes were
controlled by the visiting Lady Crusaders
as they jumped to an early lead. However,
the junior duo of Kim Klein and Angela
Krieg powered the Scots back to a 13-13
tie with two minutes gone.
On the next possession after a Covenant
time-out, disaster struck for the Lady
Scots.
Krieg, the heart and soul of the CovCov
enant attack, went down to the floor with
a knee injury. Initial reports are that Krieg
suffered an injury to her anterior cruciate
ligament, a debilitating injury known alltoo-well to athletes.
Krieg’s
Krieg's departure signaled the entrance
of sophomore Kim Crawford, leaving the
Covenant squad without substitutions for
the remaining three-fourths of the game.
The Lady Scots, far from resigning to
defeat after losing Krieg, stepped up to fill
the gap. Freshman
Freshm an phenom
phenom Heather
H eather
Hammond contributed early and often to
the game tight.
keep the·
Without a doubt the most impressive

performance
perfof111ance of the night was delivered by
Klein. Klein put on a shooting clinic en
route to a 42-point scoring effort, not to
mention her consistently tenacious dede
fense.
A solid team effort kept the Lady Scots
within striking distance, down 38-33 at
half-time.
Temple and Covenant traded baskets
Cru
early in the second half, allowing the Crubesaders to maintain a precarious lead be
points.
tween four and eight points.
The deficit would shortly be erased by
the inspirational play of Hammond and
Klein. By the 10:40 mark, the game was
notched at 56.
The remainder of the half was a game
Temple
ple would extend
of spurts in which tem
their lead and then the Lady Scots would
streak back to tie.
In the waning minute of regulation, two
Temple free throws gave them an 80-79
lead. Hammond would answer with a
clutch free throw to tie the game at 80.
couldn't
Unfortunately, the Lady Scots couldn’t
finish the kill, missing two free throws and
two lay-ups in the closing 22 seconds.
To overtime the game went, where the
Scots had to battle fresh-legged opponents.
Crawford and Klein both accumulated
their limit of five fouls within the first three
minutes of overtime.
Amazingly enough, the remaining three
Scots—captain Melissa Ferman,
Lady Scots-captain
Hammond-refused to
_Sara Huffine, and Hammond—refused
manlay down and die. The trio somehow man
re
aged to hold tight on defense and grab rebounds.
Temple’s twoIn the end, however, Temple's
player advantage proved to be a bit too
much for the Lady Scots. Free throws late
in the game allowed the Lady Crusaders
to pull away with a 95-88 victory.
It was one of those games where the
didn’t reflect how tightly con7
con
score really didn't
retested the game was. Nor did the score re
flect the way the Lady Scots played their
hearts out in a game that was a treat to
watch.
The Lady Scots are now 6-10 and 5-5
intheTVAC.
theTVAC.
in

rs
Several Scots and Lady Scots basketball players have risen to the forefront o f the
conference and national categories with various personal stats. Further, each
team leads the conference in one category. The m en’s squad has been strong on
defense while the women have shot impeccably from the free throw line.

SCOTS
Jeremy Luther
IereJiiyJ,uth~r
Cornett
Dell Coniett

25.9 ppg
7.8 rpg
Defense

Team
Team

1Jsf
st ininTVAC,
Div. II
N:{\IADiv.11.
5thininNAIA
TYAQ.5th
TVAQ
3rd ininTVAC
3rd
1st
in TVAC
lstinTVAC

trr

LADY SOOTS
SCOTS
"LADY
Angela Krieg

'"

Heather Hammond
Team .

11.92 rpg
22
ppg
22ppg
.566
fg %
.566fg%
.83
ft
%
.83ft%
.731 ft%
ft %

11

Div.IIU
1st
NAIADiv.
7thininNAIA
TVAC,7th
1stininTVAC,
11
stst1n
in TVAC,
8th
in
NAIA
Div.
0Il
Div.
TVAC, 8th in N.e.IA
Div.
11st
st ininTVAC,
11
th
in
NAIA
Div.
II11
NAfA
in
11th
TVAC,
Div.
11st
st ininTVAC,
12th
in
NAIA
Div.
IIII
NAIA
in
12th
TVAC,
11st
st ininTVAC,
7th
in
NAIA
Div.
II
Il
Div.
TVAC, 7th in NJ\IA

l

B ill
record.
al.I-time Lady Scot record
Kim Klein had a career high ooff 42 points, three points from the all-time

Wesleyan
n drubs Lady Scots
Wesleya
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

Athens, Tennessee, does not conjure up
fond memories for the Lady Scots.
The Lady Bulldogs’
Bulldogs' home gymnasium
has brought resounding victories for the
home team from Tennessee Wesleyan and
crushing defeats for Covenant.
The 1996 trip to Athens would be no
different for the seven who play for Coach
Tami Smialek. The Bulldogs, who are the
two-time defending TVAC conference
champs, were hungry.
adThe Lady Scots took an early 4-0 ad
Bullvantage but then watched the Lady Bull
dogs take over with good guard play and
end.
solid rebounding on either end.
At the half, the game was slipping away
from the Lady Scots as they were down
by a dozen, 32-20.
The second half would only get worse.
For the first seven minutes the Lady Scots
were held scoreless as Wesleyan put the
game out of reach. They built the lead to
conas many as 27 before Angela Krieg con
nected for a lay-up to end the drought.
beAt that point the Lady Scots finally be
gan to move the ball against the Bulldog
defense. They started to break the fullcourt press which had stifled them for
much of the game. Scoring became more
even for both teams and after several
breakaway lay-ups by Kim Klein the game
ended with the Lady Scots losing, 71-48.
reKrieg had the game high with 15 re
bounds along with 13 points while Klein
chipped in with 13 and Heather Hammond
assists.
dished out nine assists.
With a bench that has dwindled to just
two, pressure has been added to the five
starters to stay out of foul trouble.
This lack of depth has hurt the Lady
Scots who recently lost April Bright, a
valuable freshman off the bench. Covenant
has responded well in some of their close
games but remains in sixth place in the
TVAC.
semesThe Lady Scots did start off this semes
home.
ter with three strong showings at home.
On Jan. 5 they defeated the King Lady
Tornadoes, 78-71. Covenant built up a

surnine-point half-time lead and never sur
rendered it, defeating King.
Krieg was strong with 25 points and 16
rebounds, eight on either end. Jennifer
Brown threw in 17 while collecting ten
boards and Heather Hammond struck for
20, including an eye-popping ten-for-ten
at the charity stripe.
The next night the Lady Scots faced
the mighty Lady Eagles of Alice Lloyd.
In a nail biter, the Eagles were victorious
in overtime by a 74-71 count.
Covenant did have a chance to tie at
the buzzer but a long attempt by Brown
was too strong as time expired.
Krieg recorded another double-double
with 30 points and ten rebounds' while
Klein bombed in 18 points. Brown hit for
for13 points and gathered in eight rebounds.
Three days later Covenant again found
the win column against Clinch Valley in a
72-58 victory.
atCovenant used a balanced scoring at
tack and a smothering defense to stop the
Cavaliers in front of the home crowd.
Brown led the team with 22 points and
also collected nine rebounds. Hammond
continued her near-perfect ways ·at
a t the line,
hitting all 13 freebies en route to 21 points.
rebounds.
Krieg had 15 points and 13 rebounds.
The Lady Scots'
Scots’ next home game is on
Jan. 30 against Bryan at 5:30 p.m.

At the charity stripe, Heather Hammond
has been nearly flawless this season.
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Millions of dollars in scholarships
scholarships,, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.

The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
undergradu ate
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
undergradu ate schools, research programs,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate
and leadership programs.
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